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“The Glittering Gates”, by Arthur Booth. Dublin Opinion, 1921.

The Royal Irish Academy’s Documents on
Irish Foreign Policy (DIFP) project has
made the correspondence on the 1921 Treaty
negotiations freely available online.
These documents were originally published in the first volume of the
Documents on Irish Foreign Policy series, published in 1998, and covering
the years from 1919 to 1922. The documents in the online edition of DIFP
Vol. I are numbered; documents nos. 129 to 218 cover the background to the
Treaty negotiations, as well as the negotiations themselves, throughout 1921.
They contain crucial communications between the main figures involved in the
negotiations (including Michael Collins, Éamon de Valera and Arthur Griffith)
that illustrate the growing rift between them, and the problems of negotiating
the agreement that led to Irish independence. The documents offer a unique and
gripping account of this key moment in modern Irish history.
The online version of DIFP contains correspondence and eyewitness accounts
of the negotiations by the Irish negotiators, up to and including the signing
of the Treaty. These can be used to teach the Leaving Certificate case study on
‘The Treaty negotiations, October-December, 1921’ as part of Later Modern
Ireland Topic 3: ‘The pursuit of sovereignty and the impact of partition,
1912-1949’. The DIFP online archive is fully searchable at www.difp.ie, and
documents can also be downloaded.

The online edition of Documents on Irish
Foreign Policy is free to access here
The documents for the years 1919 to 1922
can be found here
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The Treaty negotiations: an overview
John Gibney, Assistant Editor, DIFP
The Treaty negotiations took place after the truce of July 1921 that ended the War
of Independence. There had been some contacts between the British government
and Sinn Féin since the end of 1920 and following the truce exploratory talks were
held in London between Éamon de Valera, as President of Dáil Éireann, and David
Lloyd George, the British Prime Minister. The ‘Treaty negotiations’ began in London
on 11 October 1921 and culminated in the signing of ‘Articles of Agreement’,
better known as the Treaty, on 6 December 1921. This led directly to the creation
of the Irish Free State one year later, on 6 December 1922, governing twenty-six of
Ireland’s thirty-two counties.
The negotiations took place in London and the Irish delegation was led by Dáil
Éireann Minister for Foreign Affairs Arthur Griffith. The British negotiators were led
by Prime Minister David Lloyd George. Controversially, de Valera remained in Dublin,
seemingly to keep himself in reserve for a last-ditch effort to get an agreement over
the line but perhaps also remembering his experience of meeting Lloyd George in
the summer of 1921. The Irish delegation were less experienced negotiators then
their British counterparts.
The British were intent on securing a settlement and in July 1921 had set out
the main issues of concern to them: membership of the British Empire and
Commonwealth and recognition of the crown, naval defence, trade, and financial
obligations. For the Irish, sovereignty and Irish unity were the crucial issues (though
the former came to overshadow the latter after the Treaty was signed). The Dáil
cabinet had agreed to seek an outcome suggested by de Valera, in which Ireland
would ‘become an external associate of the states of the British Commonwealth’,
rather than a full member. The willingness to accept any such relationship or
recognition of the crown, however, depended on the Irish securing British
commitments on the ‘essential unity’ of Ireland.
It is often assumed that the Treaty gave away Northern Ireland, but there had been
no meaningful move towards negotiations until after Northern Ireland was firmly
established. The Ulster Unionist leader James Craig, as Prime Minister of Northern
Ireland, had enough political support in London to ignore suggestions that he make
concessions towards Irish unity. Lloyd George was a Liberal Prime Minister at the
head of a coalition dominated by the Conservative Party, who were sympathetic to
Ulster Unionism. During the negotiations Lloyd George persuaded Griffith not to
officially reject a proposal that Northern Ireland would have a right to vote itself out
of an all-Ireland parliament, and that a ‘boundary commission’ could then adjudicate
on the border. Lloyd George and Winston Churchill felt that partition was inevitable
and were opposed to using coercion to end it. The proposals that Griffith agreed not
to reject made their way into the Treaty, as Lloyd George ultimately used Griffith’s
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Arthur Griffith and Michael Collins emerge from 10 Downing St during the Treaty negotiations, with
Emmet Dalton on the far left. Dalton had served in the British Army during the First World War and later
joined the IRA. He made some of the arrangements for the Irish delegation in London, including purchasing
an aircraft to fly Collins and others back to Ireland should the talks collapse. (National Library of Ireland).

commitment against him to ensure that the Irish plenipotentiaries could not break off
the negotiations on those grounds.
Both sides were prepared to offer concessions and recognized that each had genuine
concerns about some of the issues that they were negotiating over. Sovereignty was
the central issue for both sides, but they both wanted very different things. The
Irish negotiators wanted to secure a deal in which Ireland would be independent,
possibly keeping some link to the British Empire if a united Ireland could be
obtained. The British wanted to maintain the integrity of an empire that, unlike
many of its counterparts, had emerged victorious from the First World War. Complete
independence for a large portion of what was then the United Kingdom was never
going to be acceptable to the British, and neither was the idea that Ireland could
become semi-detached from the empire by what was described as ‘external association’.
The Irish negotiators were in no position to bridge the gap between their position
and that of the British. At the end, the British successfully forced the Irish to agree to
the Treaty on the grounds, as Lloyd George reportedly put it, ‘that those who were
not for peace must take full responsibility for the war that would immediately follow
refusal by any Delegate to sign the Articles of Agreement’.
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A letter from a Welsh branch of the Irish Self-Determination League of Great Britain (ISDL),
pledging support for the Irish delegation recently arrived in London. The organisation was founded in
1919 by Art O’Brien and was one of the largest Irish groups ever founded in Britain. It was intended to
generate publicity and support for the cause of Irish independence, and later organized a huge reception
for the Irish delegation at London’s Royal Albert Hall on 26 October 1921. (National Archives).

The Anglo-Irish Treaty: an overview
Michael Kennedy, Executive Editor, DIFP
The ‘Articles of Agreement for a Treaty between Great Britain and Ireland’, usually
known as the ‘Anglo-Irish Treaty’, was signed in London on 6 December 1921 by
the British delegation led by Lloyd George and the Irish delegation led by Arthur
Griffith. It created the Irish Free State as a self-governing Dominion in the British
Commonwealth and ended 120 years of direct British rule over twenty-six out of
the thirty-two counties on the island of Ireland. The ‘self-government’ granted by
the Treaty went far beyond what the traditional nationalist demand for Home Rule
would have delivered, but was seen by many to fall short of the full independence
demanded by Sinn Féin and the IRA. Its terms led directly to the Civil War that
broke out in June 1922.
The Treaty consisted of eighteen articles. Articles 1 and 2 gave Ireland the same
constitutional status as the four existing dominions (Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa), along with a parliament and government. The concept
of ‘dominion’ status was relatively vague in 1921. The idea originated in the 1867
Colonial Laws Validity Act and the creation of Canada as a dominion, and the new
Irish state’s relationship with the British crown was explicitly modelled on that of
Canada. The ambiguity of dominion status allowed figures like Michael Collins to
argue that the Treaty could become a stepping stone to Irish independence, though
this argument was rejected by those republicans opposed to the Treaty
Article 4 outlined the Oath of Allegiance to the British crown that was to be taken
by TDs in the Irish Free State, and this was the principal cause of the split which led
to Civil War in June 1922. The oath was necessary for the British as it ensured the
integrity of their empire but was anathema to many who believed in an independent
Irish republic.
Articles 5 and 10 dealt with financial obligations. Article 5 outlined the Free State’s
responsibility for servicing the British public debt as it existed in 1921 and payments
towards war pensions. Article 10 covered compensation to those who left the Irish
public service as a result of the creation of the Free State.
Between Articles 5 and 10 were the articles covering naval and military matters.
Under Article 6 Britain assumed responsibility for the naval defence of the Irish
Free State until it could undertake its own coastal defence. Through Article 7 Britain
retained the ‘Treaty Ports’ of Queenstown, Berehaven and Lough Swilly. These were
seen as important for the defence of British trade routes and created a visible British
military presence in Ireland. They were returned to Irish control in 1938, allowing
Ireland to remain neutral during the Second World War. Under the Treaty, Britain had
also reserved the right to take other facilities in Ireland ‘in time of war’.
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Articles 8 and 9 limited the size of the future Irish military establishment, in tune with
contemporary concerns about disarmament after the First World War, but also reflecting
the British view that independent Ireland should never pose a military threat. Article 9
ensured that Irish ports would be ‘freely open’ to British shipping.
Ireland had been partitioned under the Government of Ireland Act (1920). Articles
11 to 16 of the Treaty – almost one third of the entire text – dealt with the position
of Northern Ireland in relation to the establishment of the Irish Free State. Article
11 permitted Northern Ireland to choose to remain outside the jurisdiction of the
Free State and if that happened, Article 12 allowed for a Boundary Commission to be
set up to determine the new border between north and south. This was inspired by
undertakings in post-war Europe to regulate the boundaries of the newly established
states of Eastern and Central Europe. Northern Ireland did opt out of the Irish
Free State, which consisted of only twenty-six of Ireland’s thirty-two counties. The
findings of the eventual Boundary Commission were leaked in 1925 and its report
was suppressed until 1969. It had recommended minor revisions of the border,
including the unexpected recommendation that the Irish Free State cede territory to
Northern Ireland. The border did not change.
Article 13 allowed for a cross-border Council of Ireland, and Article 14 for the
creation of a federal government on the island of Ireland that would allow Northern
Ireland to keep control of its local affairs. Cross-border inter-governmental meetings
were enabled under Article 15, and Article 16 dealt with the relationship between
church and state and envisaged freedom of belief and freedom from discrimination in
education and religion in the Irish Free State and Northern Ireland.
The final articles concerned the transfer of power, which was to take place after
parliamentary approval in Britain and Ireland and involved the establishment of
a Provisional Government in Dublin to oversee the transfer of power. Finally, an
annex to the Treaty addressed issues relating to naval facilities and communications.
Often overlooked, its terms show Ireland’s geo-strategic importance to Britain and
to imperial communications. The Irish Free State officially came into being on 6
December 1922, one year after the Treaty was signed.
Britain believed that, as the Commonwealth was a single international entity,
its constituent members could not sign international treaties with each other.
Dublin disagreed and had the Treaty registered with the League of Nations as an
international treaty in July 1924. Its contentious terms were removed one by one
throughout the 1920s and 1930s by successive Irish governments. It was rendered
redundant by the 1937 constitution (Bunreacht na hÉireann); Ireland ultimately left
the Commonwealth in 1949.
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Sinn Féin had representatives in numerous countries and had a presence in Berlin from April 1921 onwards,
being represented there by John Chartres and Nancy Wyse-Power. This German edition of Dáil Éireann’s
propaganda organ The Irish Bulletin reports on the Irish negotiators’ arrival in London (National Archives).

About DIFP
Documents on Irish Foreign Policy (DIFP) publishes the archives of the
Department of Foreign Affairs from 1919 onwards, and is a partnership between
the Department itself, the Royal Irish Academy and the National Archives. It is a
public resource for the study of twentieth century Irish history and the published
documents are freely available and fully accessible online at www.difp.ie.
All of the documents can be downloaded in pdf format.
The online version of DIFP contains documents and eyewitness testimonies on
Ireland’s history in relation to the wider world from 1919 onward, many of which
are relevant to the Leaving Certificate syllabus topics ‘The pursuit of sovereignty
and the impact of partition, 1912-1949’, ‘The Irish diaspora, 1840-1966’, and
‘Dictatorship and democracy in Europe, 1920-1945’. The documents also contain
material on a very wide range of topics that can potentially be used for the Leaving
Certificate history research study report.
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